Sequence of centromere separation: kinetochore formation and DNA replication in dicentric chromosomes showing premature centromere separation in rat cerebral cells.
A subpopulation of rat cerebral endothelial cells, designated B1, exhibits an array of multicentric chromosomes. Because of the formation of bridges at anaphase, this cell population produced new types of multicentrics at every cell division. These chromosomes showed kinetochore proteins at every centromeric site and all centromeric regions replicated their DNA at the end of the S phase, more or less simultaneously. A new subpopulation of cells, designated B2, obtained from the original sample frozen at Wayne State University displayed several dicentrics. In contrast to B1 these chromosomes exhibit premature centromere separation as reported for mouse and human cell lines. These B2 dicentrics show only one site of kinetochore protein deposition. The timing of DNA replication around the centric region of prematurely separating centromere is also changed similar to the earlier reported premature DNA synthesis for mouse dicentrics. These observations suggest a universality of relationship between premature centromere separation, a lack of kinetochore formation, and early replication of the centric/pericentric DNA associated with these centromeres. The cause of sudden change from activity to inactivity of these chromosomes, though interesting, is not clear.